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On June 6, 1755, the Portuguese crown enacted a law abolishing—once again—
the enslavement of Indigenous Americans.2 The attempt to ban Indigenous
slavery was integral to Portuguese imperial reforms in the second half of the
eighteenth century for two reasons. First, it fostered alliances with
Indigenous groups who played a critical role in the border-defining struggle
between Spain and Portugal in South America. Second, Portuguese imperial
reformers tried to pull Maranhão into the Atlantic economy by importing
large numbers of African slaves to develop a cash crop economy of cotton and
rice. These reforms combined to strengthen Portuguese rule over Northern

1 The title is a reference to John Monteiro, “From Indian to Slave: Forced Native Labour and
Colonial Society in São Paulo during the Seventeenth Century,” Slavery & Abolition 9 (1988):
105–27. List of archives cited: Biblioteca Nacional Portugal (herefter BNPT), Cartório Celso
Coutinho (hereafter CCC), Cartório Tito Soares (hereafter CTS), Arquivo Arquidiocese Maranhão
(hereafter AAM), Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino (hereafter AHU), Aquivo Nacional Torre do
Tombo (hereafter ANTT), Arquivo Público Estado Maranhão (hereafter APEM), Arquivo Público
Pará (hereafter APEP), Arquivo Tribunal Justiça Maranhão (hereafter ATJMA). Abbreviations used:
Câmara Municipal São Luís (CMSL), Coleção Pombalina (PBA), Conselho Ultramarino (CU),
Freguesia Nossa Senhora Vitória (FNSV), Livro Registro Batismos (LRB), Livro Registro
Casamentos (LRC), Maranhão (MA).

2 It is debatable whether this law can be considered the abolition of Indigenous enslavement or
not. Several “just wars” would be declared in the following years; for example, the infamous war
against the Botocudos in the early nineteenth century. Yet, the massive enslavement of
Indigenous people in Amazonia through official slaving expeditions (tropas de resgate banned in
1747) and private resettlements (descimentos) would never return. Consequently, thousands of
Indigenous workers dislocated from the interior to coastal settlements to work on settlers’
farms, ranches, and houses had to navigate this important legal change. For the persistence of
Indigenous enslavement, see Yuko Miki, “Slave and Citizen in Black and Red: Reconsidering the
Intersection of African and Indigenous Slavery in Postcolonial Brazil,” Slavery & Abolition 35
(2014): 1–22. The law of June 6, 1755, was mentioned in nineteenth-century freedom suits: Keila
Grinberg, A Black Jurist in a Slave Society: Antonio Pereira Rebouças and the Trials of Brazilian
Citizenship (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2019), 108.
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Brazil. In Maranhão’s colonial settlements, the abolition law produced contradic-
tory effects. There, the century-long practice of raiding and trading Indigenous
captives in the interior (sertões) left thousands of Indigenous people in bondage.
The present article explores ruptures and continuities in the enslavement of
Indigenous Americans as importation of African slaves rapidly increased.

The massive enslavement of Indigenous Americans in Northern Brazil has
only recently started to receive scholarly attention.3 Historians of colonial
Brazil have traditionally interpreted Indigenous slavery as an institution
typical of the peripheries; that is, São Paulo and Amazonia, the peripheries of
sugar plantation areas.4 New interpretations emerged when scholars overcame
the tendency to analyze these regions in terms of what they lacked—sugar and
African slaves—and started to take seriously what they had—different
economic activities based on various forms of coerced Indigenous labor.

This scholarship has been essential to debunk the image of Amazonia as a
region long neglected by the Portuguese crown and to expand the history
of slavery beyond the African experience.5 In fact, both the recruitment of
Indigenous labor and the enslavement of Indigenous people were central to
Portuguese policies, which proved wrong the alleged incompatibility between
Indigenous slavery and colonial system over the long term.6 Throughout the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, cocoa production and cattle raising,

3 An exception is David Sweet, “A Rich Realm of Nature Destroyed: The Middle Amazon Valley,
1640-1750” (PhD diss., University of Wisconsin, Madison, 1974). On the legislation: Mathias Kiemen,
The Indian Policy of Portugal in the Amazon Region, 1614-1693 (Washington, DC: Catholic University of
America Press, 1954); Colin Maclachlan, “The Indian Labor Structure in the Portuguese Amazon,
1700-1800,” in Colonial Roots of Modern Brazil, ed. Dauril Alden (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1973), 199–230; Sue Gross, “Labor in Amazonia in the First Half of the Eighteenth
Century,” The Americas 32 (1975): 211–21; Georg Thomas, Política indigenista dos portugueses no
Brasil, 1500-1640 (São Paulo: Loyola, 1982); Dauril Alden, “Indian Versus Black Slavery in the State
of Maranhão during the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries,” in Iberian Colonies, New World
Societies: Essays in Memory of Charles Gibson, ed. Richard Garner and William Taylor (University
Park: R.L. Garner, 1985), 71–102; Beatriz Perrone-Moisés, “Índios livres e índios escravos: Os
princípios da legislação indigenista do período colonial,” in História dos índios no Brasil, ed.
Manuela Cunha (São Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 1992), 115–131; and Camila Dias, “O comércio
de escravos indígenas na Amazônia visto pelos regimentos de entradas e de tropas de resgate
(séculos XVII e XVIII),” Revista Territórios e Fronteiras 10 (2017): 238–59.

4 Ciro Cardoso, Economia e sociedade em áreas coloniais periféricas, Guiana Francesa e Pará, 1750-1817
(Rio de Janeiro: Graal, 1984); and Stuart Schwartz, “Colonial Brazil, c. 1580-c. 1750: Plantations and
Peripheries,” in The Cambridge History of Latin America, vol. 2, ed. Leslie Bethell (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1984), 481–82. A notable exception: John Monteiro, Blacks of the
Land: Indian Slavery and the Origins of Colonial São Paulo (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2018).

5 Rafael Chambouleyron and Karl Arenz, “Amazonian Atlantic: Cacao, Colonial Expansion and
Indigenous Labour in the Portuguese Amazon Region (Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries),”
Journal of Latin American Studies 53 (2021): 221–44; Camila Dias and Fernanda Bombardi, “O que
dizem as licenças? Flexibilização da legislação e recrutamento particular de trabalhadores
indígenas no Estado do Maranhão (1680-1755),” Revista de História 175 (2016): 249–80; and Camila
Dias, “Os índios, a Amazônia e os conceitos de escravidão e liberdade,” Estudos Avançados 33
(2019): 235–52.

6 On the structural aspect of the transatlantic slave trade: Fernando Novais, Portugal e Brasil na
crise do Antigo Sistema Colonial (1777-1808) (São Paulo: Hucitec, 1981), 102–5; and Luiz Alencastro,
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the primary local economic activities, depended almost exclusively on
Indigenous labor recruited in multiple forms. The Portuguese crown responded
to local pleas for additional labor and created conditions for this major
population resettlement. The number of Indigenous workers recruited in the
interior was estimated at 100,000–260,000. This figure is comparable to the
number of African slaves laboring in the sugar industry in Northeastern
Brazil and in mining operations in Southern/Central Brazil.7

As scholars re-examine the number of Indigenous workers, the economic
activities they supported, and the Portuguese policies regulating their recruit-
ment, other historians have started to sketch the lives of Indigenous workers.
Freedom suits have been an important source for understanding the lives of
thousands of Indigenous workers forcibly displaced from the interior to colonial
settlements. The pioneer work of David Sweet argued that Indigenous freedom
suits were rare.8 More recently, Márcia Mello reconsidered the exceptionality
of Sweet’s case study and offered the first comprehensive explanation for
the different forums that Indigenous people could access to reclaim their
freedom. In the eighteenth century, Indigenous Americans frequently used
the Board of Missions (Junta das Missões), a tribunal composed of ecclesiastical
and secular authorities for Indigenous affairs. The Board of Missions operated
under the dual charge of authorizing wars against Indigenous groups, and
hence their enslavement, and deciding over illicit enslavements, and hence
their freedom.9

Recently, other scholars have delved into the extant documents of the Board
of Missions. Despite the fragmentary condition of the archival collection, they
were able to better understand the place of the Board of Missions in the
monarchy’s architecture of power and how Indigenous people navigated the
legal system in colonial Maranhão. Most of the litigants were female slaves,
who also won the freedom of their families. The success of those freedom strategies
depended on the appropriate mobilization of witnesses, the selection of legal
representation, the legal arguments and proofs chosen by them, and the
balance of power in local politics, since the composition of the Board of
Missions changed over time.10

O trato dos viventes: Formação do Brasil no Atlântico sul, séculos XVI e XVII (São Paulo: Companhia das
Letras, 2000), 126–38.

7 Camila Dias, Fernanda Bombardi, and Eliardo Costa, “Dimensão da população indígena incor-
porada ao Estado do Maranhão e Grão-Pará Entre 1680 e 1750: uma ordem de grandeza,” Revista
de História 179 (2020): 1–31.

8 David Sweet, “Francisca: Indian Slave,” in Struggle and Survival in Colonial America, ed. David
Sweet and Gary Nash (Berkley: University of California Press, 1981), 274–91.

9 Márcia Mello, “Desvendando outras Franciscas: mulheres cativas e as ações de liberdade na
Amazônia colonial portuguesa,” Portuguese Studies Review 13 (2005): 1–16.

10 Fernanda Bombardi and Luma Prado, “As ações de liberdade de índias e índios escravizados no
Estado do Maranhão e Grão-Pará primeira metade do século XVIII,” Brasiliana 5 (2016): 174–
199; André Ferreira, “Nas malhas das liberdades: o tribunal da Junta das Missões e o governo
dos índios na capitania do Maranhão (1720-1757)” (MA Thesis, Universidade Federal do Pará,
Belém, 2017), 133–84; and Luma Prado, “Cativos Litigantes: demandas indígenas por liberdade na
Amazônia portuguesa, 1706-1759” (MA Thesis, Universidade de São Paulo, 2019), 144–69, 172–97.
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Taken together, this body of scholarship still relies on a rigid boundary
between the periods before and after the imperial reforms. This reliance
obscures the continuities in Indigenous bondage. The different forms of
labor recruitment ranged from slavery to forced or peaceful resettlement
of Indigenous peoples. Yet, the customary slippage, to use the expression of
another historian, between one mode of conscription and the other was not
limited to the recruitment side of this large-scale process of resettlement.11

The definition of Indigenous workers’ legal status was hazy, and was disputed
once they entered settlers’ households.

This article focuses on the Indigenous population in Maranhão living
outside the Indigenous villages and toiling in cities, settlers’ houses, and
farms.12 It analyzes the connection between mechanisms that allowed slavery
(or forms of labor that resembled slavery) to persist and people’s attempts to
claim and preserve freedom or autonomy, through the strategic use of the
índio status.13 Two of those mechanisms that kept Indigenous laborers in
bondage were social dependencies created within households, and the use of
socio-racial classifications by the colonial society.

Some historians have argued that the 1755 abolition law was a “political
fiction” or a “false freedom” and that Indigenous people continued to live
under the same regimes of exploitation with a new name.14 Based on baptismal

11 Barbara Sommer, “Colony of the Sertão: Amazonian Expeditions and the Indian Slave Trade,”
The Americas 61 (2005): 401–28.

12 There is vast literature on the transformation of religious missions into Indigenous villages.
Barbara Sommer, “Negotiated Settlements: Native Amazonians and Portuguese Policy in Pará,
Brazil, 1758-1798” (PhD diss., University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 2000); Angela Domingues,
Quando os índios eram vassalos: colonização e relações de poder no norte do Brasil na segunda metade do
século XVIII (Lisboa: CNCDP, 2000); Mauro Coelho, “Do sertão para o mar: um estudo sobre a
experiência portuguesa na América, a partir da colônia: O caso do Diretório dos Índios
(1751-1798)” (PhD diss., Universidade de São Paulo, 2005); Patrícia Sampaio, Espelhos partidos:
etnia, legislação e desigualdade na colônia (Manaus: EDUA, 2012); and Heather Roller, Amazonian
Routes: Indigenous Mobility and Colonial Communities in Northern Brazil (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 2014). Some of these works recognized the existence of this Indigenous population living out-
side of the Indigenous villages: Domingues, Quando os índios, 179-185; Roller, Amazonian Routes, 190.
There is also a growing literature on urban indios in Spanish America. Felipe Castro, “Los indios y la
ciudad: Panorama y perspectivas de investigación,” in Los indios y las ciudades de Nueva España, ed.
Felipe Castro (Mexico: UNAM, 2010), 9–33; and Dana Velasco, Urban Indians in a Silver City: Zacatecas,
Mexico, 1546-1810 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2016).

13 Tatiana Seijas, Asian Slaves in Colonial Mexico: From Chinos to Indians (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2014), 5, 140–41, 223, 247; Nancy van Deusen, Global Indios: The Indigenous
Struggle for Justice in Sixteenth-Century Spain (Durham: Duke University Press, 2015), 12, 224–25;
and Mónica Díaz, ed., To Be Indio in Colonial Spanish America (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 2017), 4–5. Influential work on Brazilian Indigenous communities, Maria Almeida,
Metamorfoses indígenas: identidade e cultura nas aldeias coloniais do Rio de Janeiro (Rio de Janeiro:
Editora FGV, 2013), 303.

14 Scholars have tried to understand the tutelage problem. Important contribution: Manuela
Cunha and Nádia Farage, “Caráter da tutela dos índios: origens e metamorfoses,” in Os direitos
dos índios: ensaios e documentos, ed. Manuela Cunha (São Paulo: Brasiliense, 1987), 103–18. “False free-
dom” appears in John Hemming, Amazon Frontier: The Defeat of the Brazilian Indians (London:
Macmillan, 1987), 1–17; and “Political fiction” is in Nádia Farage, As muralhas dos sertões: os povos
indígenas no rio Branco e a colonização (Rio de Janeiro: Paz e Terra, 1991), 47.
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records, wills, petitions, and legal cases, it is indeed possible to visualize the
persistence of bonds of social dependency ranging from sex, intimacy, honor,
and ritual kinship (compadrio). These bonds kept Indigenous workers and
masters linked.15 Yet, to say that nothing changed is to overlook the years of
legal activism by Indigenous actors. Indigenous people were moving away
from the legal status of “escravo” towards “do serviço,” and this was not the
result of colonial officials simply following the new abolition law of 1755.
Instead, it was a bottom-up process of abolition. Indigenous workers learned
how to use the channels offered by Portuguese colonialism, and the knowledge
about the 1755 law, which circulated among the workers, was only another
weapon.16

The transition from one legal status to another was not seamless and
not without conflict. It primarily involved public reputation; that is, being
recognized as an índio(a) in the community. Whenever conflict emerged,
one’s ability to prove his or her free status through written documents or gene-
alogy was essential. Under Portuguese colonialism, the status of índio offered
some constraining obligations, such as the requirement to participate in labor
drafts, and some special rights, like the payment for their labor, the freedom to
choose whom one would serve, and mobility. The protection offered by the
Portuguese monarchy and settlers could work both ways. Indigenous workers
(or their masters) requested permissions to stay in the households that they
served for years. They also used the índio status to delineate spaces of auton-
omy and independence from former masters.17

15 Bianca Premo, “As if She Were My Own: Love and Law in the Slave Society of Eighteenth-
Century Peru,” in Sexuality and Slavery: Reclaiming Intimate Histories in the Americas, ed. Dania
Ramey Berry and Leslie M. Harris (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2018), 71-87.

16 Luiz Geraldo Silva, “‘Esperança de liberdade’. Interpetrações populares da abolição ilustrada
(1773-1774),” Revista de História 144 (2001): 107-149. For vernacular understandings of norms,
Bianca Premo, The Enlightenment on Trial: Ordinary Litigants and Colonialism in the Spanish Empire
(New York: Oxford University Press, 2017).

17 Literature discussing how workers asserted their freedom and structural and ideological lim-
itations for it is mainly focused on Africans/African descendants. The literature is fast growing.
Important examples: Sidney Chalhoub, Visões da liberdade: uma história das últimas décadas
da escravidão na corte (São Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 1990); Keila Grinberg, Liberata, a lei da
ambigüidade: as ações de liberdade da corte de apelação do Rio de Janeiro no século XIX (Rio de
Janeiro: Relume Dumará, 1994); Hebe Castro, Das cores do silêncio: os significados da liberdade no sudeste
escravista, Brasil século XIX (Rio de Janeiro: Arquivo Nacional, 1995); Sidney Chalhoub, “The
Precariousness of Freedom in a Slave Society (Brazil in the Nineteenth Century),” International
Review of Social History 56 (2011): 405–39; Mariana Paes, “O procedimento de manutenção de liber-
dade no Brasil Oitocentista,” Estudos Históricos 29 (2016): 339–60; Michelle McKinley, Fractional
Freedoms: Slavery, Intimacy, and Legal Mobilization in Colonial Lima, 1600-1700 (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2016); and Mariana Paes, “Ser dependente no império do Brasil: terra e trabalho
em processos judiciais,” Población & Sociedad 27 (2020): 8–29. The problem of Indigenous enslave-
ment appears in the literature, but it is still not at the center: Alejandro de la Fuente and Ariela
Gross, Becoming Free, Becoming Black: Race, Freedom, and Law in Cuba, Virginia, and Louisiana
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2020), 199–217. A notable exception: Yuko Miki,
Frontiers of Citizenship: A Black and Indigenous History of Postcolonial Brazil (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2018). For the resilience of Indigenous forms of coerced labor: James Brooks,
Captives & Cousins: Slavery, Kinship, and Community in the Southwest Borderlands (Chapel Hill:
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Building on the work of Maria Resende, this article stresses how Indigenous
people’s legal activism forced masters to increase the use of socio-racial
classification.18 In the decades of the 1760s and 1770s, with the growth of
the transatlantic slave trade and the aftermath of the publication of the law
abolishing Indigenous slavery, the status “slave” became closely connected to
the socio-racial classification “black.” People classified with one of the several
mixed socio-racial classifications could have their freedom endangered if their
black maternal ancestry was emphasized and not their Indigenous one. Such
was the case of the enslaved woman Rosa. In her freedom suit, Rosa tried to
achieve her freedom by arguing that she descended from an Indigenous
woman, but her master said that she was a cafuza, a descendant of an enslaved
black woman. In that moment of structural economic changes and when
several plaintiffs were seeking freedom by asserting their Indigeneity in local
courts, settlers developed vernacular practices that entrenched the racial lines
of slavery. Other written documents, such as manumission letters, demonstrate
that those vernacular practices transferred into notarial language. By empha-
sizing the black ancestry of subjugated people, notaries could, in effect,
legitimate their enslavement and hinder possible legal actions.

The article is divided into four parts. The first part explores the transformation
experienced by Maranhão’s society in the mid-eighteenth century, when the
region transitioned from a frontier economy based on cattle ranching to cotton
and rice plantations. The next two sections discuss the relations of dependency
engendered between Indigenous workers and their masters. The strategic use
of the category “índio” could limit their exploitation and create spaces of auton-
omy. The final part is lengthy and discusses every step of Rosa’s freedom suit to
understand the impacts of the transatlantic slave trade in the management of
slavery and the post-abolition of Indigenous enslavement. The case illustrates
the limits of the strategic use of the category índio.

Maranhão, 1740s–1790s

The city of São Luís, founded by French explorers in 1612 and conquered by
the Portuguese in 1615, sits on an island on the Atlantic coast. The Bay of
São Marcos and the Bay of São José separate the island from the continent,
and they are both home to two important satellite settlements; respectively,
Alcântara and Icatu. Despite fierce resistance from autonomous Indigenous
groups on the continent, Portuguese settlers and Catholic missionaries founded
forts, villages, missions, farms, and several ranches along the three main rivers
that flow from the interior: the Itapecuru, the Mearim, and the Munim. São
Luís was the capital of the State of Maranhão (created in 1621), home to the

University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 34, 351–53, 363–67; and Andrés Reséndez, The Other
Slavery: The Uncovered Story of Indian Enslavement in America (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,
2016), 1, 9.

18 Hal Langfur and Maria Resende, “Indian Autonomy and Slavery in the Forests and Towns of
Colonial Minas Gerais,” in Native Brazil: Beyond de Convert and the Cannibal, ed. Hal Langfur
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2014), 132–65. John Monteiro found similar cases
for São Paulo in the seventeenth century: Monteiro, Blacks of the Land, 208–12.
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governor, and the official seat of the Bishopric (created in 1677). In practice,
the Bishopric of Maranhão functioned most of the time without a bishop,
and the governor spent more time in the city of Belém, located further
north and strategically positioned to control the mouth of the Amazon River.

Despite its official status as capital, São Luís did not have a sizable popula-
tion until the last quarter of the eighteenth century. Atlantic currents isolated
São Luís from the main Luso-Brazilian commercial maritime routes in the
South Atlantic. The city’s population certainly did not exceed 15,000 people
in the 1750s.19 The urban footprint was limited to a few streets, and the
only prominent buildings were Catholic churches and convents. The houses
of most settlers were rustic and modest whitewashed mud constructions,
and reference to more sturdy constructions was rare.

People living in the city dedicated their time to several artisanal activities,
such as carpentry, masonry, blacksmithing, and petty commerce. Many women
worked as washerwomen and many men worked as fishermen. Soldiers also
accounted for a significant part of the population. Members of the elite had
at least one house in the city and farms and ranches around it. Economic
activities developed in the countryside created employment opportunities
back in the city. Indigenous workers transported cattle from the interior to
the coast in canoes through riverine paths.20 Indigenous journeymen also
worked in tanneries. Settlers in São Luís harvested sugar cane to manufacture
aguardente,21 rather than sugar. Aguardente was widely consumed in the city
taverns and played a decisive role in commercial relations with Native
peoples.22 São Luís became a bustling port city only in the last quarter of the
eighteenth century, with the intensification of the transatlantic slave trade and
the rise of cotton and rice plantations.

Sometime in the 1740s and 50s, however, Maranhão became a frontier econ-
omy based largely on cattle ranching, the production of manioc, aguardente,
and cotton. In the mid-eighteenth century, the region counted 448 ranches
spread along the rivers and going deep into the interior.23 Manioc was the
main staple in the local diet and was widely cultivated. Aguardente was
consumed in the city and was key to negotiations with Indigenous groups.
Indigenous women harvested and weaved cotton to make homespun cloth.
Cotton rolls (rolos de algodão) were the primary currency in a region where

19 AHU, CU, Avulsos, MA, Cx. 37, Doc. 3692. The freguesia de Nossa Senhora da Vitória had 475
households, 815 free white men, and 1,161 free white women (for a total of 1,976). There were
2,311 “enslaved men and diverse freed men” and 2,874 “enslaved and freed women” (for a total
of 5,185).

20 The Municipal Council auctioned a contract to a settler responsible for the city’s meat supply.
The contract included the service of twenty Indigenous workers conscripted from one of the
villages. APEM, CMSL, 12, f. 46v, 152, 179, 183, 211v.

21 Alcoholic drink made from sugarcane.
22 The Crown Judge (ouvidor) João Dinis counted only five sugar mills, contrasting with 120 engen-

hocas, or mills that produced aguardente. Rafael Chambouleyron, “The ‘Government of the Sertões
and Indians’: Aguardente, Sugar, and Indians in Colonial Amazonia (Seventeenth Century),” The
Americas 77 (2020): 3–39.

23 According to the ouvidor João Dinis in 1751: AHU, CU, Avulsos, MA, Cx. 32, Doc. 3291.
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the circulation of metallic money was scarce. Prices were fixed in cotton rolls,
including commercial transactions, contracts auctioned by the Municipal
Council, and the payment of Indigenous labor. Indigenous workers, enslaved
or not, made possible all these activities.

From São Luís, there were two frontiers of Indigenous enslavement and
labor recruitment. The first was the savannah in Maranhão, where settlers
clashed violently with autonomous Native groups. By the mid-eighteenth cen-
tury, Indigenous Gê-speaking groups, such as the Timbira, were systematically
imprisoned in “just wars” declared by the Portuguese crown. The bulk of São
Luís’s workforce, however, was captured in the Transamazonic slave trade.
By the 1730s–40s, Portuguese slave raiding expeditions were reaching as far
as the Upper Negro River and the Branco River. Settlers relied on two modes
of labor conscriptions: privately financed resettlement of free Indigenous peo-
ple, the descimentos, and slave expeditions, which were private or state
financed, the tropas de resgate. These modes of labor recruitment incorporated
Indigenous workers with different legal statuses in colonial settlements.
Indigenous workers conscripted on descimentos were free. Indigenous workers
captured in “just wars” and tropas de resgates were slaves. Once settled in mas-
ters’ houses, farms, and ranches, the lines between free and enslaved Indigenous
workers were far from clear.

Imperial reforms in the second half of the eighteenth century hardened the
racial lines of slavery. The reforms attempted to regain control over the terri-
tories, resources, and subjects under the aegis of the Portuguese crown. The
reformers projected the incorporation of “rustic peripheries,” to enhance the
extraction of natural resources and produce increased revenue through taxa-
tion.24 During this period, two new forces emerged in Maranhão and changed
the landscape of enslavement: the creation of a monopolistic trading company
and the new Indigenous policy to claim possession of territories in dispute with
Spain.

If Indigenous workers interacted with a limited number of Africans in the
previous years, the port of São Luís saw constant arrival of slave ships after
the 1760s. The trading company (Companhia de Comércio do Grão-Pará e Maranhão)
founded in the 1750s transported African slaves and fueled the development
of cotton and rice farms in São Luís’s hinterlands. Between 1751 and 1787,
Maranhão received 22,414 African slaves, drastically contrasting with the
earlier period, when only roughly 3,368 African disembarked there.25 Cotton,
leather, and, later, rice exports rapidly took off. Trading balances before the
1750s reported hides as the only product worth mentioning and did not
account for a single bag of rice exported. In the following decades, rice and
cotton industries would achieve staggering levels of production, and in the

24 Kenneth Maxwell, Conflicts & Conspiracies: Brazil and Portugal, 1750-1808 (New York: Routledge,
2004), 32–35; Gabriel Paquette, Imperial Portugal in the Age of Atlantic Revolutions: The Luso-Brazilian
World, c. 1770–1850 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 50–62.

25 Daniel Silva, “The Atlantic Slave Trade to Maranhão, 1680–1846: Volume, Routes and
Organisation,” Slavery & Abolition 29 (2008): 477–501; and Walter Hawthorne, From Africa to Brazil:
Culture, Identity, and an Atlantic Slave Trade, 1600-1830 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
2010), 39–41, 51–53.
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last two decades of the eighteenth century and early nineteenth century,
Maranhão’s cotton would supply an important share of Britain’s demand.26

Concomitantly, imperial reformers idealized new ways to incorporate
Indigenous peoples into the empire. Indigenous Americans were one of the
cornerstones in the border disputes, because Iberians considered territories
occupied by Indigenous allies to be their own.27 After the publication of the
1755 abolition law, the Portuguese crown enacted the Diretório dos índios
(1757), a body of rules regulating the relationship between Indigenous peoples
and the colonial order. As another historian described it, the Portuguese imag-
ined a project to “Occidentalize” Indigenous people.28 Old religious missions
were renamed after Portuguese cities, but the transformation went well beyond
a matter of nomenclature. From that moment on, Indigenous people were eligible
for posts in the civil administration and the villagers’ administrators imposed the
Portuguese language and encouraged intermarriage with Portuguese. More
importantly, the colonial state closely regulated labor exploitation, guaranteeing
a source of workforce for royal services, such as the demarcation expeditions, the
canoe journey connecting the mines in Mato Grosso to the Atlantic, and naval
construction. Several Portuguese-like polities emerged in the Amazon region,
serving as proof of Portuguese possession of the main rivers, and helping to
recruit autonomous Indigenous groups in the interior.

The Portuguese crown designed a new imperial policy for Indigenous
subjects centered on the frontiers. Within colonial settlements, however,
where thousands of Indigenous workers lived in bondage, the adaptations to
the local situations and customs prevailed.

The Law of June 6, 1755

This section first discusses the law of June 6, 1755, and the development of the
category “índio(a) de soldada,” freed índios(as) who worked for a settler in exchange
for a payment. Then, it explores why and how Indigenous workers attempted to
stay or to move away from settlers’ households. These endeavors depended on ele-
ments such as honor, ritual kinship, intimacy, sex, and autonomy. Reconstructing
these stories sheds light on the conflicts and conciliations that underpinned the
transition from one legal status—slave—to the other—índio de soldada.

The law of June 6 1755 reinvigorated several aspects of previous Portuguese
laws and policies, in particular their positions on Indigenous freedom,
Indigenous possession of property, and the payment of Indigenous labor.29

26 Thales Pereira, “The Rise of the Brazilian Cotton Trade in Britain during the Industrial
Revolution,” Journal of Latin American Studies 50 (2018): 919–49.

27 Tamar Herzog, “Struggling over Indians: Territorial Conflict and Alliance Making in the
Heartland of South American (Seventeenth to Eighteenth Centuries),” in Empire by Treaty:
Negoatiating European Expansion, 1600-1900, ed. Saliha Belmessous (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2014), 92–94.

28 Domingues, Quando os índios, 66.
29 The text of the law: Carlos Neto, Índios da Amazônia, de maioria a minoria (1750-1850) (Rio de

Janeiro: Vozes, 1988), 152–62. Patricia Sampaio, “Fronteras de la libertad: Tutela indígena en el
Directorio Pombalino y en la Carta Regia de 1798,” Boletín Americanista (2012): 13–23 and
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Returning to three laws from the seventeenth century, the 1755 abolition law
stressed the unconditional freedom of Indigenous peoples.30 Consequently,
it revoked traditional practices that enabled the enslavement of thousands of
Indigenous Americans throughout the seventeenth and first half of eighteenth
centuries, such as the tropas de resgate, authorized and systematized in
the alvará of 1688. The law reinforced points already present in the law of
April 1 1680 on Indigenous peoples’ possession of property and land, which
guaranteed their legitimate possession over their farms against settlers’
encroachment, and prohibited forced relocations. Finally, wages for
Indigenous labor were a matter of intense debate, and attempts to regulate
payments date back to the mid-seventeenth century and continued throughout
the colonial period.31

The 1755 abolition law was published in Maranhão on May 8, 1757, 2 years
after its original enactment. The correspondence between the Governor
Francisco Xavier Mendonça Furtado and his brother, the Marquis of Pombal,
helps explain the almost 2-year delay. First, it was indispensable that settlers
would have access to enslaved African labor. After all, the broader reformist
project aimed at the colonies’ economic growth and enslaved labor was crucial.
Second, after spending a few years in the region, Furtado understood that
limiting settlers’ dominion over their Indigenous workers was a sensitive sub-
ject. “In this state,” Furtado wrote in 1751, “a rich man is not one with much
land, but one with the greatest quantity of Indians, [who are used] both for
agriculture and for the extraction of forest spices.”32

Shortly after the publication of the “law of liberties,” the Governors of both
Maranhão and Grão-Pará issued orders (bandos) allowing settlers to keep
their former Indigenous slaves in their households, if it was a consensual
arrangement and they were paid. This arrangement was known as soldada.33

Portuguese authorities feared that once the slaves knew about the content of
the law, they would immediately escape to the interior. The order authorized
masters to keep the Indigenous workers who “customarily serve them, and
because of that are in their farms and houses, working the land and serving
in the same houses,” and it requested the masters to present records of the
Indigenous workers serving them within 2 months. In practice, the order

Robeilton Gomes and Márcia Mello, “‘Sua Majestade é servida’? O processo de construção da Lei de
Liberdade dos índios do Grão-Pará e Maranhão (1751-1759),” Saeculum—Revista de História 26 (2021):
473–87. A crucial point was to withdraw the administration of Indigenous labor from the religious
order and place it under the secular administration of the empire.

30 Law of September 10 1611, Law of November 10 1647, and Law of April 1 1680.
31 APEM, CMSL, 88, f. 8v (1782). “Registro de um bando que pelas ruas desta cidade mandou

lançar o Ilustríssimo e Excelentíssimo Senhor General deste Estado D. António Noronha sobre
como se deve pagar os jornais aos índios.”

32 Francisco Xavier Mendonça Furtado to Governor Maranhão, Belém, November 10, 1752, in A
Amazônia na era pombalina: Correspondência do Governador e Capitão-Genral do Estado do Grão-Pará e
Maranhão, Francisco Xavier de Mendonça Furtado, 1751-1759, ed. Marcos Mendonça (Rio de Janeiro:
Instituto Histórico e Geográfico Brasileiro (IHGB), 1963), tomo 1, 77.

33 APEM, CMSL, 86, f. 182v. “Registro de um bando que mandou lançar o Governador desta
Capitania pelas ruas públicas desta cidade e a som de caixa sobre os índios não saírem fora das
casas dos seus amos e o mais que nele se declara.”
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implicitly legitimized thousands of previous slave raids in the interior and allowed
the continuation of customary labor arrangements almost indistinguishable from
slavery.

Wills (testamentos) and baptismal records demonstrate that settlers and
colonial officials understood the abolition law of 1755 in relation to customary
labor arrangements. Settlers identified the Indigenous workers who used to
serve them (or were still serving them).34 Inês São José’s will, from 1758, illus-
trates this process. She declared ownership not only of herds of cattle in Pastos
Bons but also of sixteen slaves, “legitimate slaves of the Guinea Nation.” One
índio, however, suggestively named João das Missões from the city of Pará,
was declared as her legitimate slave whom she had bought and kept in her
company, “but because he is covered by this new law of His Most Faithful
Majesty, I keep him by paying him a salary until another resolution.”35

Inês São José was not the only one who was expecting a new resolution
from the king and settlers were better off registering their slaves and former
slaves. Years after the publication of the 1755 law, priests were still recording
those “freed by the law.” In the Chapel of Senhora Santa Ana, the priest
Domingos Barbosa baptized Maria in July 1768. Maria’s mother was Luzia,
“who used to serve Valério Fonseca freed by the law.” Maria’s godmother
was Felizarda, a free índia from São Luís.36 It is difficult to assess what was
the relationship between Luzia/Maria and her former master, Valério
Fonseca. In other cases, the priest recorded that the Indigenous worker
was still living under the former master’s roof. Mariana, for example, bap-
tized her daughter Barbara in November 1752. She appeared as one of the
servas (serf/servant) of Clara Peregrina’s household.37 Six years later, in
March 1758, she went to the Sé Church to baptize her son, Francisco
Xavier. Here, the priest recorded Mariana as “freed by the law, living in
the house of Clara Peregrina.”38

The way that the priests were recording Indigenous workers, explicitly
referring to their former masters, suggests that the master/slave bond was
a form of identification within the community and that there was public
acknowledgement of customary labor arrangements. Moreover, contrary to
what colonial officials imagined, Indigenous workers did not vanish from the
city and farms. Instead, according to parish records, they were very much
part of the community in which they were raised, attended the church, married,
and worked.

34 Wills are stored in the ATJMA and published in Antonia Mota, Cripto Maranhenses e seu legado
(São Paulo: Siciliano, 2011). The analysis of wills demonstrate the centrality of enslaved labor: 156
wills; 121 wills with slaves; average of seven slaves per will.

35 Mota, Cripto maranhenses, 108.
36 APEM, LRBFNSV, 106, f. 137v.
37 APEM, LRBFNSV, 103, f. 84.
38 APEM, LRBFNSV, 104, f. 209. There is no reason to think that servos(as) before the 1755 law

were not slaves. For a discussion on the word in São Paulo, see Eliana Goldschmidt, Casamentos
mistos: liberdade e escravidão em São Paulo colonial (São Paulo: Annablume, 2004), 149.
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Into the Households and Lives in Bondage

Last wills and baptismal records reveal Indigenous workers’ subordinate posi-
tion within households as well as deeper aspects of their relationship with
their patrons. These close ties involved ritual kinship, honor, intimacy, and
sex. Settlers frequently used ritual kinship (compadrio) as an excuse to keep
Indigenous workers in their households. For instance, when Baltazar Neves
drafted his will in 1755, he declared that “all the slaves that are heathens of
the land [do gentio da terra] that I possessed are my legitimate slaves and I
have their registers, only [with regard to] Domingos I do not possess registers.
[He] will stay in the company of his godfather, my son, Father Alexandre
Pedro.”39 As thousands of other Indigenous workers in São Luís, Domingos
was probably captured in an unofficial slave raid in the interior, since Neves
did not have documents proving his legitimate enslavement. Nevertheless, if
a monetary value was not assigned to them, São Luís’s settlers bequeathed
these workers to their heirs based on the bonds of compadrio and the
dependencies within the household.40

The publication of the abolition law of 1755 complicated the situation for
settlers, and they commonly petitioned to the authorities requesting exception
from the application of the law. Dona Ana Catanhede, of Alcantâra, relied on
notions of honor, widowhood, and the common theme of poverty to request
to keep her índios in her household, despite the new law. Three points sus-
tained her argument. First, she claimed that she had lived “honorably and hon-
estly” with her husband, António Martins Vieira, until his death. Second, after
her husband’s death, she had lived in poverty and did not have a single slave to
serve her, “not even to wash her shirts, or to carry a pot of water for her to
drink, or any other service.” Finally, the few slaves that she had “were included
in the law of liberties.” The cafuza Antónia was an exception, and stayed in her
house. Antónia and Ana developed a long-term affectionate bond since Antónia
was born in captivity and raised in Ana’s house. Over the years, Antónia gave
birth to several children. Ana Catanhede raised them in her household, despite
her poverty, “with nobody’s help, except God’s.” In her justificação,41 Ana
Catanhede mobilized three witnesses to testify in her favor. They all confirmed
Ana Catanhede’s pious and modest way of living. More importantly, they all
confirmed the personal ties that entwined patron and Indigenous workers
within the household. Considering the evidence produced by Ana Catanhede’s
justificação, her request was granted.42

Father Angelo de São Alberto from the Carmo Convent also desired to retain
his índios in his household. Although after his mother’s death he inherited one
índia, called Dionísia, his convent kept the índia for their services. Dionísia had
had six children, of which four had died before father Angelo’s arrival. João was

39 ATJMA, Registro Testamentos, Livro 1751–1756, f. 201.
40 A discussion of the registers (títulos) and progressive importance of written documents:

Mariana Paes, Esclavos y tierras entre posesión y títulos: la construcción social del derecho de propriedad
en Brasil (siglo XIX) (Frankfurt: Max Planck Institute for Legal History and Legal Theory, 2021), 79.

41 A quicker type of litigation.
42 AHU, CU, Avulsos, MA, Cx. 73, Doc. 6319.
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already in his possession, but Bonifácio was laboring for one of the convent’s
farms. Father Angelo argued that because Bonifácio’s mother “was seized in
a descimento that Your Majesty conceded to my father,” he had the right to
enjoy his services. He argued that not only were they his servants, but that
also their assistance was much needed given his poor health and the fact
that without them “I have to go to the kitchen by myself and serve myself
with my own hands.”43 Like Ana Catanhede, father Angelo relied on customary
practice to exploit Indigenous labor, even when their enslavement was ques-
tionable. Indigenous workers recruited from descimentos were considered
free workers, at least in theory. These masters’ pleas to keep their customary
workers within their control reveal the importance of their labor for the repro-
duction of settlers’ households. As honorable members of the community, they
felt they should not engage in menial labor, and expected the crown to do jus-
tice by not disrupting that order of things.

Indigenous workers themselves also fought to remain in their customary
labor arrangement. For instance, in 1784, the índio Joaquim José, of São Luís,
petitioned queen Maria to stay in the household of Domiciano José de
Moraes. According to him, he had lived for many years in that house.
Moraes’s wife had raised him and was his godmother, “always treating him
with love.” The labor arrangement was made after the publication of the 1755
abolition law. Joaquim José sought to remain working for his former master
who would compensate him with the customary salary for Indigenous workers.
Domiciano Moraes requested an official order ( portaria) from the governor to
make sure that he would not have problems in the future, probably protecting
himself from potential expensive judicial battles. The governor, however,
according to Joaquim José, took him out of Moraes’s house and drafted him to
work for Francisco Salerio, who “treated him worse than a slave, beating on
him without any reason.” The petition builds on the laws that guaranteed
Indigenous freedom and on other decisions made by the queen allowing
Indigenous workers to remain under their customary labor arrangement.44

Sexual relationships also played a part in labor arrangements. Several
cases of an illicit sexual relationship between settlers and Indigenous women
survived in the records of Maranhão’s Ecclesiastical Court.45 In 1781, Miguel
Maciel Aranha denounced the couple António Costa and the índia Apolônia
for living together without being married. They were living in their house in
the Ribeira do Itapecuru, not far from the city of São Luís, and, therefore,
were still under the gaze of the Catholic church. Despite the accusation of
maintaining a relationship outside of marriage, António Costa requested the
governor’s written orders (portaria) to keep Apolônia in his house, and prom-
ised the payment of a salary.

43 BNPT, PBA, 622, f. 83.
44 AHU, CU, Avulsos, MA, Cx. 63, Doc. 5650. In this case, a copy of the queen’s order in favor of

índia Maria Joaquina was annexed.
45 AAM, Auditório Eclesiástico, Lista Nominal 06, Autos de Queixas e Denúncias, Doc. 936. To

understand how the tribunal worked: Pollyanna Muniz, Réus de batina: justiça eclesiástica e clero sec-
ular no bispado do Maranhão colonial (São Paulo: Alameda, 2017), 73–124.
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Governors issued hundreds of orders drafting Indigenous workers to work
for specific settlers for a specified time. The archive for those lists is extremely
limited for Maranhão. The only list that I found enumerates several Indigenous
workers and their patrons. In the column where it should specify the number
of months of service, it says “without limitation of time.”46 At a glance, this
would be additional evidence of how settlers worked the system to maintain
Indigenous workers within their households. Without discarding that possibility,
I suggest that remaining indefinitely under settlers’ roofs could benefit the inter-
ests of Indigenous workers.47

Apolônia probably preferred to remain under the roof of her companion,
instead of risking being conscripted for some difficult work, such as farming
in a distant land, or being selected to perform domestic labor for a potentially
cruel new patron. It is difficult to determine if the relationship was abusive or
not. Reading the witnesses’ accounts, however, an image of a stable and long-
term relationship emerges. All the witnesses confirmed the accusation that
António had asked the governor—by issuing an order—to keep Apolônia in his
house, with payment (soldada). All the witnesses also said in rather contradic-
tory terms that António kept Apolônia “hidden” in his house, but that everyone
in the community knew that. In his deposition, José Malheiros revealed that one
day he saw Apolônia carrying water in his backyard going back to António’s. At
the end, the vicar-general lightly punished the couple. They had to go before the
vicar and sign the terms of punishment. Moreover, they had to pay a small fine
and the costs of the investigation (4$895 réis).

Although the examples narrated portray a peaceful image of the relation-
ship between masters and Indigenous workers, there were cases of conflict,
particularly when Indigenous workers wanted to move away from their
masters and loosen the ties of dependency. The petitions and litigations of
Indigenous workers challenge claims of imperial officials. They were not lazy
vagabonds and indomitable workers who needed the tutelage of settlers to
tame their lives. Their efforts to loosen the ties of dependency could be related
to their desire for mobility and independence. The case of índio Bernardo dem-
onstrates what could happen when Indigenous workers decided to sever their
customary labor arrangements.

In 1770, António Cavalcanti, a planter from Maranhão, petitioned the king
for a 10-year extension to pay his massive debts. Cavalcanti identified himself
as a nobleman, married to a noblewoman, and head of a distinguished family of
São Luís. Although he had possessed some rural estates and lived honorably
with his wife and their several sons and daughters, he saw himself without
means to afford his family’s significant expenses. The reason for his bank-
ruptcy and disgrace was solely the abolition of Indigenous slavery in 1755. In
his justificação, he mobilized four witnesses who confirmed his noble status
and the downfall he had suffered with the abolition of Indigenous slavery.48

46 APEP, Secretaria Capitania, Correspondência Diversos Governo, Códice 267, f. 72–92, 106–131.
47 Barbara Sommer, “Why Joanna Baptista Sold Herself into Slavery: Indian Women in

Portuguese Amazonia, 1755–1798,” Slavery & Abolition 34 (2013): 77–97.
48 AHU, CU, Avulsos, MA, Cx. 45, Doc. 4387.
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Regardless of the truth of António Cavalcanti’s story, 9 years before his peti-
tion, in 1761, he was involved in a litigation against the freed mulata Úrsula
Boavida. Úrsula initiated the litigation in April 1761. According to her, she
was a freed woman, the former slave of Marcos Boavida and the priest Pedro
Correia, who lived in the Ribeira do Itapecuru. The conflict did not involve
her, but her husband, the índio Bernardo, with whom she had been married
for 30 years.49 Pedro Correia also kept Bernardo as a slave. Later, Correia trans-
ferred Bernardo to Cavalcanti. Bernardo achieved his manumission after the
publication of the law but kept serving Cavalcanti’s household as a fisherman.
According to Úrsula, Bernardo’s payments were no longer to his satisfaction,
and he wanted to live with his wife in the Ribeira do Itapecuru because
“according to the law of liberties [law of June 6 1755], índios can freely live
their lives; they can serve whoever pays them a better salary, and nobody
can force them otherwise.”50

In around 1760, Bernardo was spending more time in the Ribeira do
Itapecuru than in São Luís. The physical distance from his servant did not
please Cavalcanti. Upon knowing about the legal case, he argued that the eccle-
siastical justice could not overrule the labor contract that he had arranged and
that was confirmed by the governor (secular justice). This potential conflict of
jurisdiction would represent insecurity for settlers because “we would not have
people to row the canoes transporting cattle and other services essential to
us.”51 Besides the potential jurisdiction conflict, Cavalcanti’s defense articu-
lated three other points: the legal status of Úrsula, the place of the couple’s
residence, and his noble status.

Úrsula justified her presence in the Ribeira do Itapecuru because of her obli-
gations for the chapel instituted by her previous owner. Cavalcanti argued that
she was freed by prescription and had been living as a freed woman for years.
Moreover, Cavalcanti accused the couple of lying about their permanent move
to the Ribeira do Itapecuru. Úrsula and Bernardo were living for more than two
decades in a house in Cavalcanti’s backyard in Desterro Street. Úrsula was a
well-known washerwoman at the public fountain offering her services to sev-
eral people in the city. Finally, Cavalcanti was a nobleman, married to a noble-
woman, a member of the Municipal Council who needed his “servants.”
Cavalcanti argued that the justice should not only keep Bernardo as his fisher-
man, but also conscript Úrsula to his service because she is a “freed black of
servile status.” While working for Cavalcanti, she would not have time to
come up with false claims and cause disquiet.52

The justice wanted to settle the legal status of Úrsula, and requested a copy
of Marcos Boavida’s will. The outcome of the case is unclear. The conflict could
have been solved by other means than judicial intervention or the papers may

49 Bernardo appears in this instance as an “índio do sertão do Pará,” which meant that he was
enslaved in the interior of Amazonia.

50 AAM, Autos da Câmara Eclesiástica/Episcopal, Lista Nominal 01, Autos Embargo, Cx. 2, doc. 10,
f. 3v.

51 Ibid., f. 13.
52 Ibid., f. 13v.
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not have survived. Nevertheless, the short story of António Cavalcanti and his
Indigenous servants demonstrate the centrality of Indigenous labor in settlers’
households, and how these settlers could react when their Indigenous laborers
tried to leave their control.

Seeking autonomy did not necessarily involve moving away from the city.
One could achieve freedom by maintaining their own house and working for
wages. Índia Ana Cordeira, for instance, of São Luís, said that although “she
was living in her own house,” the governor had drafted her to serve the settler
José Araújo in the occupation of “washerwoman and seamstress.” Significantly,
Ana Cordeira said that she had served Araújo for 1 year and 7 months from her
own house, and that he did not “sustain her or help her when she was sick.”53

Contrary to her expectations, José Araújo did not pay for her services.
Araújo had only sent $10 réis to buy indigo and gum to iron his clothes.
Cordeira complained that such small value was not enough to buy supplies
to starch all his clothes. Instead of sending more money or indigo and gum,
Araújo sent more clothes for Ana to sew: two skirts. In the meantime,
Araújo requested the rest of his clothes back. Cordeira responded that she
was still taking care of them.

The índia Ana Cordeira’s response enraged Araújo, who started to complain
to the governor about her behavior. Without a clear justification, the governor
ordered Ana to prison. After she had been there several nights, the governor
sent her late one night to the village of Guimarães to work on the farm of
José Marcelino Nunes. The long distance between Guimarães and São Luís
prevented her from demanding the satisfaction of more than 1 year’s worth
of work. Staying out of the city, Araújo and Nunes placed a new washerwoman
and seamstress at índia Ana’s house.

Ana Cordeira, “a miserable helpless índia,” based on the law of June 6, 1755,
pleaded the queen to order the juiz dos órfãos54 to charge Araújo and Nunes for
her services and, more importantly, restore her house in the city. The queen
responded that the crown judge (ouvidor) should promptly act on Ana’s case,
and that if what índia Ana alleged in her petition was true, she should regain
her house and receive the payment for her labor.

These fragments of individual stories demonstrate the use of the status
“índio” among workers in eighteenth-century São Luís. Indigenous workers
understood that the legal recognition of their freedom had constraints in
daily life. They also understood that as publicly recognized índios, they could
enjoy some rights. As the next section will reveal, being acknowledged in
the community as an índio(a) could be the difference between freedom and
slavery.

53 AHU, CU, Avulsos, MA, Cx. 60, doc. 5487.
54 A legal guardian of the interests of orphans and widows. That official had responsibilities over

Indigenous workers. In a letter from the Governor Francisco Mendonça Furtado to the governor of
Maranhão, the main concern was with Indigenous people who did not want to work and should be
forced to do so. Francisco Xavier Mendonça Furtado to Governor Maranhão, Belém, August 30, 1757,
in A Amazônia na era pombalina: Correspondência do Governador e Capitão-Genral do Estado do Grão-Pará e
Maranhão, Francisco Xavier de Mendonça Furtado, 1751-1759, ed. Marcos Mendonça (Rio de Janeiro:
IHGB, 1963), tomo 3, 1132–33.
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“My Legitimate Slave, a Legitimate Descendent of a Black Slave”:
Rosa’s Freedom Suit

Rosa was born in the household of one the most prominent settlers of São Luís,
Domingos da Rocha Araújo. Araújo was commonly referred as “Captain,” indi-
cating that he had a military position in the local militia, a typical social
distinction among the local elites in colonial Brazil. As was also characteristic
of the local elites in colonial Brazil, Captain Araújo controlled vast swaths of
land, where he raised cattle and cotton destined for the European market.55

Domingos Araújo was from Barcelos, Northern Portugal, the son of João
Rocha and Brígida Araújo. He probably migrated to Maranhão as a young
adult, and on July 16, 1744, he married Cecília Costa, daughter of Gabriel
Costa and Margarida Coelha, members of the local elite.56

The strategic marriage was Domingos Araújo’s first step to establish himself
as a key figure in the community. He lived with Cecília Costa in the Poço Velho
Street, just a few blocks from other important settlers, such as Pedro
Lamaignere, Lourenço Belfort, and António Gomes Souza. As did many other
landowners, he served several times in the local government, the Municipal
Council.57 Besides his participation in the local politics, he often served as god-
father to São Luís settlers’ sons and daughters. On January 18, 1762, Domingos
Araújo and Maria Josefa appeared as Paulo’s godparents. Paulo was the son of
Francisco António Domingues and Maria Josefa Cabessa. Just like Araújo,
Domingues possessed many slaves, and was involved in the cotton export
economy. They even negotiated some urban properties in the 1760s.58

Araújo’s broad compadrio network extended to the enslaved population. He
was the godfather of some slaves of other members of the local elite, such
as Ana, slave of Clara Peregrina.59 More significantly, Araújo was the godfather
of Indigenous workers incorporated into his household. On December 29, 1767,
the “índios of the Nation Timbira” Frutuoso, Bernardino, and Ana were bap-
tized in the Sé Church of São Luís. They were all children, “from the house
of Captain Domingos Araújo,” who also appeared as their godfather.60

Although I have never found a will or an inventory drafted by Captain
Araújo, his wife notarized one. In her will, written in 1760, Cecília Costa
donated a substantial amount of money to Catholic institutions, such as the
Church of Nossa Senhora do Rosário and the Santa Casa da Misericórdia. She
also distributed money to nieces and nephews. The will listed seven slaves:
Venceslau, son of the cafuza Ivana, and the mulata Maria, mother of
Domingos and Claudina. The enslaved women Angélica and Rosa completed

55 Land grants: AHU, CU, MA, Avulsos, Cx. 38, Doc. 3701 (1757) and AHU, CU, Avulsos, MA, Cx. 45,
Doc. 4436 (1771). Cotton export: ANTT, Companhia Geral do Grão-Pará e Maranhão, Livro Entrada
Partes 43, f. 5, 34, 44.

56 AAM, LRCFNSV, 84, f. 112.
57 Elected vereador in 1763: APEM, CMSL, 13, f. 30v.
58 He served as godfather for at least nineteen children in the sample analyzed. Commercial

transactions with Francisco António Domingues: CTS, Livro Notas 01, f. 255.
59 AAM, LRBFNSV, 102, f. 10.
60 AAM, LRBFNSV, 106, f. 71v.
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the list. Cecilia Costa had inherited some of those slaves from her father, mean-
ing that they had been enslaved in the family for decades.61

Yet, her will did not portray the diverse backgrounds of the household’s ser-
vants. A quick glance at baptismal and marriage records reveals that Africans
and Indigenous workers lived alongside under the roof of Domingos Araújo and
Cecília Costa. In addition to the Indigenous workers of the Nation Timbira,
their household included other Indigenous slaves, Indigenous freed servants,
mixed slaves, and recently arrived enslaved people from Africa. Domingos
Araújo and Cecília Costa seem to have played an important role in the incor-
poration of Native workers in the colonial world. In June 1755, the “índios
from the land” Aníbal and Joana married in the Sé Church. They were former
slaves of Captain Jeronimo Taloza from the village of Vigia, in Pará. At the time
of their marriage, they were “living in the house of Captain Domingos Araújo.”
Among the witnesses were António Fula and Felipe, both slaves of Araújo.62

Of the slaves specifically mentioned by Cecília Costa in her will, three
received conditional manumission. The two men, Venceslau and Domingos,
had to remain in the company of her husband until his death. The woman,
Claudina, was required to stay with Ana Maria until her last days. In the
will, however, key details went unremarked. Some of the slaves were related,
Rosa and Venceslau were cousins, for example. And Cecília Costa failed to
acknowledge her kinship ties with some of her slaves. There was more tension
within her household than her pious will portrayed.

It is difficult to understand why Rosa decided to use colonial law to seek her
freedom. The couple Domingos Araújo and Cecília Costa did not have children,
and Cecília Costa decided to make Ana Maria, an orphan raised by her in the
household, the main beneficiary of her estate, that included the enslaved
woman Rosai. In 1769, Ana Maria notarized her will. Ana Maria seemed to
have granted the possibility for Rosa to achieve freedom, with Captain
Araújo’s permission.63 From 1769 to 1772, something strained the relationship
between Araújo and Rosa, when she asked for legal intervention in the master/
slave bond. Curiously, Ana Maria’s will was not a point of contention in the lit-
igation. Cecília’s, however, was critical.

In the summer of 1772, with the assistance of someone, probably Bernardo
da Silva Gatinho, who would later represent her in the litigation, Rosa decided
to use a quicker type of litigation (ação sumária), an ação de justificação.64 In her
justificação, she articulated three interconnected points. The first and most
crucial was her genealogy. Rosa was the daughter of Joana and the granddaughter
of Micaela. Micaela, in turn, was the daughter of Dionísia, who, finally, was the
daughter of Iria, “índia from the Amazon River.” The índia Iria was, then,
Rosa’s “great great grandmother.” More than stressing her Indigenous ancestry,

61 Mota, Cripto maranhenses, 136–40. The will was only opened 9 years later, on March 29, 1769,
after Cecília’s death.

62 AAM, LRCFNSV, 85, f. 141.
63 Mota, Cripto maranhenses, 238.
64 As it was recommended in the law of 1755. On the importance of different types of litigation:

Fernanda Pinheiro, “Em defesa da liberdade: libertos e livres de cor nos tribunais do Antigo Regime
português (Mariana e Lisboa, 1720-1819)” (PhD diss., Campinas, Unicamp, 2013), 137–41.
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Rosa emphasized Iria’s legal status: she was “free and not subject to any form of
captivity.”65 Índia Iria was not only legally free, but priest André Lopes always
treated her as such in his household, where she used to live. Rosa, thus, should
be judged free once she proved that she descended from índia Iria. Finally, the
Portuguese monarchs had enacted several laws guaranteeing the freedom of
the “índios from this land.” According to natural law, every person must be
presumed free, including the descendants of an “American índia.” Those who
claimed otherwise—that Rosa was a slave— bore the burden of proof.

The Captain’s poor health stalled the freedom suit. His lawyer requested an
extension to provide a response. Before challenging the content of Rosa’s peti-
tion, the Captain’s lawyer asked some questions to Rosa. First, why did she rec-
ognize Captain Araújo as her legitimate master? Second, why did she wait 15
years to fight for her freedom? The law was published in Maranhão in 1757,
and she did not fight for her freedom until 1772. Was she out of town during
that period, or was she ignorant about the content of the law? Third, why did
the índia Iria end up in slavery? Fourth, if Iria was from the Amazon River,
which Indigenous village (aldeia) did she come from? Finally, was she able to
name her relatives that were now free?66

Rosa’s answers to all these questions were simple. She began by saying that
she was “free by her nature” and Captain Araújo kept her “unjustly” in slavery.
The answer to the second question is more significant. She confessed that she
was in town when the law was published, but she did not seek her liberty
because Cecília Costa, Captain Araújo’s wife, “who had raised her,” asked her
to stay in the house serving as slave, with the promise that she would manumit
Rosa after her death. The captivity of Rosa’s family began a few decades earlier
when índia Iria was serving priest André Lopes’s household. When the priest
died, settlers took advantage of Iria’s “ignorance” and divided his slaves
among themselves, “because at that time they did enslave índios.” For the
final questions, Rosa’s lawyer pointed out her inability and lack of obligation
to give such information.67

Finally, on January 23, 1773, the Captain’s representatives offered their
version of the story.68 The Captain’s defense introduced an alternative geneal-
ogy for Rosa. The Captain’s representative, José dos Santos Freire, articulated
fourteen different points. He initially contested Rosa’s genealogy, arguing that
Rosa did not descend from an índia called Iria, but rather from “a black woman
legitimate slave.” Both parties agreed that Rosa was the daughter of Joana,
granddaughter of Micaela, and the great-granddaughter of Dionísia. Yet, in
the narrative of the Captain, Dionísia “was not the daughter of an índia called
Iria, as she [Rosa] says, because the mother of Dionísia was Sabina, a black
woman legitimate slave.”

The Captain’s defense also introduced a central character to the story,
Damazia Costa, the daughter of Dionísia, and, therefore, sister of Rosa’s

65 AHU, CU, Avulsos, MA, Cx. 46, Doc. 4485 (1772).
66 Ibid., f. 6v–7.
67 Ibid., f. 8–9.
68 Ibid., f. 12–13.
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grandmother (Micaela). More importantly, she was the half-sister of her owner,
Cecília Costa, an illegitimate daughter of Gabriel Costa with one his slaves. José
Freire argued that Rosa’s relatives recognized their legitimate enslavement and
only achieved their freedom thanks to their masters’ grace, including Damazia
Costa. Her case is instructive because she was raised in the household of
Captain Araújo and was considered “the most ladina of Rosa’s generation.”69

Then, if she was the most ladina, she would have known that she had the
right to claim freedom based on the new law/Indigenous ancestry.
Nevertheless, Damazia went through an ordeal to receive her manumission let-
ter when she wanted to marry a “white man” called José Joaquim. She begged
Cecília Costa for her freedom, who tried, unsuccessfully, to convince her hus-
band to sign the manumission letter. Only after many pleas from different peo-
ple and when his wife was in bed sick did Captain Araújo agree to manumit
Damazia Costa.

The alternative narrative offered by the Captain’s defense relied on two
additional important points. They emphasized the legitimate enslavement of
Rosa’s family by insisting that her relatives recognized their slave status. The
ones that were freed achieved such status by the grace of their masters and
not for being descendants of índias. Moreover, contrary to what Rosa argued,
Cecília Costa’s will was very clear on Rosa’s legal status: she was transmitted to
her heir, Ana Maria. Finally, they deny the existence of an índia Iria in the
household of priest André Lopes.

After recovering the Captain’s account, the parties had 10 days to collect
witnesses’ depositions. Each party mobilized witnesses who would tell their
versions of the story to a justice official. While Rosa’s witnesses had to respond
to the three points raised in her justificação, the ones mobilized by the Captain
responded to the fourteen points he made. The different social statuses of the
witnesses mobilized by each party reveal the power imbalance in this judicial
struggle. Eight women testified on Rosa’s side, of which five were freed women,
and five men, most of them from the plebeian classes, including a weaver, a
soldier, and peasants. Captain Araújo mobilized nine men and five women,
most from the local elite.

Witnesses on Rosa’s side did not deny her Indigenous ancestry, but most of
them were ignorant about who was the mother of Dionísia. Hipólito Souza and
Narcisa Conceição were exceptions. On January 25, 1773, Hipólito Souza, an
81-year-old man, remembered that he knew Iria, from the household of priest
André Lopes. According to him, Lopes gave Iria to his sister, Margarida Coelha,
wife of Gabriel Costa and father of Cecília Costa. However, Iria was transmitted
not as a slave but “to assist in the raising of her children.” Narcisa Conceição,
a freed woman, also remembered índia Iria, whom she met in her youth.

69 A ladino(a) is an Indigenous person who learned the Portuguese language and ways. Damazia’s
legal status on baptismal records is ambiguous. She appears as both serva and “from the house of
Araújo.” She was the godmother of at least six enslaved children, an extensive ritual kinship net-
work among servile population in São Luís. Two were enslaved in the same household. One, Maria,
was enslaved within Maranhão, a Timbira Indigenous woman, “captured in the troop led by Captain
João Castelo Branco.” AAM, LRBFNSV, 103, f. 100.
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Narcisa confirmed the genealogy advanced by Rosa and included a phenotypical
assessment of Iria’s Indigenous origin: she knew that she was an índia because
“she could see that she was an índia from her land.”70

Damazia Costa, the freed woman raised in the household of Captain Araújo
and Cecília Costa, testified on Rosa’s side. She confessed that she was the
daughter of Dionísia and half-sister of Cecília Costa. This fact probably explains
why Damazia was raised in the household and then considered the “most
ladina of her generation.” It could also explain some tensions between her
and her half-sister, Cecília Costa. Contrary to what the Captain’s defense
argued, Cecília Costa opposed her marriage with José Joaquim, and publicly
said that she was an enslaved woman. Damazia was adamant about her decision
to marry, and threatened to “get her papers to show her freed status.” Such
attitude enraged her half-sister who bemoaned “that Damazia did not give
her another regret.”71 In her deposition, although she confessed that she did
not know the origin of her grandmother, she had heard from her brother
that their mother was an índia called Iria. Also from hearsay, she testified
that the very Margarida Coelha, wife of Gabriel Costa, had told that
“Damazia’s mother, Dionísia, descended from an índia, and the said Dionísia
was transmitted to her [Margarida Coelha] by her brother, the priest André
Lopes.”

On the Captain’s side, most witnesses confirmed his version of Rosa’s
genealogy. Apolinário da Costa, a 71-year-old tailor who lived in the Ribeira
do Itapecuru, went to the clerk’s office to give his deposition. Like Damazia,
Apolinário was the half-brother of Cecília Costa, and another bastard son of
Gabriel Costa. He confessed that he was raised in the same household and
knew Rosa’s entire family. After repeating the same genealogy, Apolinário
said that “Dionísia was the daughter of Sabina, a black woman and legitimate
slave.”72

The Captain’s witnesses also agreed on the story of Damazia Costa marriage
with the “white man” José Joaquim and the existence of an índia Iria in the
house of priest André Lopes. The crucial point to prove about Damazia was
that she married Joaquim after the publication of the 1755 law, and that there-
fore, she was freed by the grace of her mistress, and not by the benefit of that
abolition law. Regarding the assets of priest André Lopes, it was important to
establish that he bequeathed them to his sister, and not to Captain Araújo.

Rumors, whispers, and gossip circulated among plebeian and elite popula-
tions. Several witnesses gave their account about one episode that happened
inside the house of Captain Araújo and Cecília Costa. In around March 1769,
when Cecília was sick, she started hearing rumors that their slaves were saying
in the city that they were freed. As many witnesses narrated the episode in

70 AHU, CU, Avulsos, MA, Cx. 46, Doc. 4485 (1772), f. 28.
71 Ibid., f. 33v. In fact, José Joaquim Vieira and Damazia da Costa married on June 25, 1759, 10

years before the death of Cecília da Costa (March 29, 1769). Viera appeared as the legitimate son
of Bernardo Francisco and Bernarda Maria dos Santos, who migrated from Lisbon. Damazia da
Costa, in turn, was the natural daughter of Gabriel da Costa and Dionísia, and a slave of Captain
Domingos Araújo. AAM, LRCFNS, 85, f. 255.

72 Ibid., f. 38v.
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their depositions, the couple gathered some slaves and questioned them about
these inconvenient rumors. Some witnesses recounted this story by hearsay,
others claimed to be present. Such was the case of Maria Coelha, a 40-year-old
married woman from Nova Street. Maria reported to Cecília Costa that some of
Rosa’s relatives were saying “behind Cecília Costa’s back” that they were freed.
“They were her legitimate slave,” Cecília Costa confidently replied, “because
they descend from a black female slave, and they were always seen as such.”
Maria added in her deposition that she had seen the Captain calling two of
those slaves. After asking them about the rumors, both slaves denied the
rumors, according to Maria Coelha.73

Both parties had difficulty including witnesses. On Rosa’s side, the official
initially refused to collect the deposition of Estácia Souza. The official argued
that she was an enslaved woman and disqualified to testify in the case.
Bernardo Gatinho convinced the crown judge (ouvidor) to include Estácia
Souza in the case, given the fact that she was freed by prescription. Some of
the Captain’s witnesses were not in the city, and he requested a letter of
inquiry (carta de inquirição) to collect three witnesses’ depositions in the
Ribeira do Mearim. One of them was an enslaved man, and the Captain
requested authorization beforehand to include his knowledge of Rosa’s geneal-
ogy in the legal case file.

In the Ribeira do Mearim, Rosa and her family were described by the official
Bernardo Gomes Pereira as cafuzas, descendants of a maternal black lineage.
The three witnesses who testified were old enough to have known Rosa’s
descendants. They were from a diverse social spectrum, ranging from a slave to
a Captain. Both Captain Jerônimo da Gama, who was the neighbor of Gabriel
Costa, and the slave Bruno da Costa, who was raised with Rosa in the same
household, confirmed that the cafuza Rosa did not descend from índia Iria.
Only the third witness, the widow Ana Correia, explicitly said that the “mother
of Dionísia was called Sabina, a legitimate black slave.”74

After the inclusion of the witnesses’ depositions in the legal file, both par-
ties delivered a written defense. Bernardo Gatinho produced a lengthy written
legal argument to defend Rosa’s free status. He made two main points: the pre-
sumption of freedom and the quality of the testimonies produced by the
Captain. Gatinho argued that Rosa wanted to “use” her liberty and the
Captain would not allow. Índios(as) were free people in the Portuguese empire
according to several laws, particularly the law of June 6, 1755. Freedom was
considered a natural condition, and it required proofs to keep a person in
captivity. Even if Rosa descended from cafuzas, the Captain had to prove
that the “mixing black blood came from maternal line.”75 Most of the witnesses
knew about the case from hearsay and not direct experience. Several
others had heard important information from Cecília Costa, which was not
appropriate because she had a vested interest in the case.

73 Ibid., f. 49.
74 Ibid., f. 68v.
75 Ibid., f. 87v.
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Captain Araújo’s defense also emphasized problems with the witnesses
mobilized by Rosa. José Freire, who penned the defense, argued that the
only witness produced by Rosa worth credit was Izabel Coelha Silva, a
“white woman.” And yet, Silva did not know if Rosa descended from an
índia or a black mother. The rest of the witnesses were from the plebeian
classes, he argued, and not worth attention.76

Yet, the strongest part of Araújo’s defense gravitated toward the scope of
the law of June 6, 1755. The norm clearly excluded African and African descen-
dant slaves. “The law of liberties of June 6, 1755, is not so universal,” wrote José
Freire, “that it also extends to descendants of black slaves, but it excepts these
and keep them in their legitimate captivity.”77 Concrete cases would generate
some questions as to whether a person descended from blacks or índias. In
those cases, their reputation would be critical. “It is enough that they look
like an índio(a) to be reputed as such,” wrote José Freire, but this would not
apply to Rosa because “neither in her color, nor in her hair, [she] looks like
an índia.” In those cases, a visual inspection could be requested, but it was
not necessary in the case at hand, “because her color and her hair demonstrate
her black origin, and the enslavement of those are ratified by the Monarch in
the said law.”78

Freire decided to request four additional documents to further the Captain’s
case: first, a written request from the priest, Bernardo Bequimão, to attest that
some of Rosa’s witnesses were not part of the Catholic congregation; second, a
written proof that Maria Coelha, the sister of priest André Lopes, was his only
heir; third, a written proof signed by fray João de Santa Tereza saying that he
was present when Cecília Costa was sick and asked her husband to sign Damazia
Costa’s manumission; and fourth, a copy of the part of Cecília Costa’s will indi-
cating Rosa’s legal status.79

After the exposition of the case, the collection of witnesses, the written
defenses of each party, and the inclusion of written evidence, Rosa requested
the ouvidor to send the legal case file to the Board of Missions for a decision
and stated that “any delay would be detrimental to her because she is in the
yoke of slavery.”80 The Board of Missions, on June 15, 1774, expressed Rosa’s
fate in a laconic fashion. After repeating the genealogical version of Captain
Aráujo, in which Rosa was descended from the black Sabina, and reaffirming
that the 1755 law could not be extended in any case to blacks, they condemned
Rosa to be “held in the hands of the defendant [Captain Araújo], as her rightful
master.”81

76 Ibid., f. 96.
77 Ibid., f. 98.
78 Ibid., f. 98. Visual analysis (inspeção ocular) emerged in other cases, such as the freedom suit of

Helena, Francisca, and their sixteen children and grandchildren against Agostinho Domingues
Siqueira. The Board of Missions decided that based on the visual analysis, they were descendants
of Tupinambá Indians from Maranhão, as they claimed. BNPT, PBA 615, f. 243–45.

79 Ibid., f. 101–5.
80 Ibid., f. 115.
81 Ibid., f. 116v. The Board of Missions decided against the freedom of other plaintiffs based on

African origin. Rita and Cecília lost their case against Francisco Abreu as the Board of Missions
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After the frustrating decision from the Board of Missions, Rosa still had a
glimmer of hope and decided to appeal to a superior court. Following the
1755 law, Bernardo da Silva Gatinho sent the case to the Mesa da Consciência
e Ordens, a tribunal in Lisbon.82 It is difficult to understand the relationship
between Rosa and her master during the 2 years in which the litigation
occurred in São Luís. When Bernardo da Silva Gatinho appealed to the superior
tribunal, he visited Rosa in Captain Araújo’s house, which means that she was
still living there. On July 25, 1775, 1 year after the Board of Missions’ decision,
the case file arrived in the Mesa da Consciência e Ordens.83 Sadly, that is all I
know about Rosa’s attempt to achieve her freedom.

Rosa’s case reveals the use of socio-racial classifications to reinforce slavery.
When the enslavement of Indigenous people was no longer legitimate, settlers
and colonial documents inscribed alternative genealogies emphasizing mixed or
black maternal origin. Working people in São Luís shared understanding of their
neighbors’ genealogy and reputation. This knowledge was crucial in a moment
of transformation in Maranhão’s socioeconomic structure. These communica-
tion networks disseminated legal knowledge that guaranteed the freedom of
descendants of Indigenous mothers. In a region that relied on Indigenous
enslavement for decades, many people could viably claim Indigenous ancestry.

Yet, to be reputed as índio(a) was not a given; one had to activate that
status. The new norm opened the possibility for massive emancipation of
slaves and disruption of the status quo. Therefore, masters reacted by harden-
ing slavery’s racial lines. Serial analysis of manumission letters illuminates
vernacular practices stressing the black maternal origin of slaves.

Manumission letters registered in São Luís’s notary public from the 1740s
to the 1780s demonstrate the consistent use of socio-racial classifications by
notaries.84 Over time, classifications utilized to describe manumitted people
reveal local adaptations to the transition from Indigenous enslavement to the
mass arrival of enslaved Africans. Maranhão’s notaries employed five main socio-
racial classifications: mulato, cafuzo, mameluco, crioulo, and preto. The intensifica-
tion of the transatlantic slave trade to the region explains the increasing
number of pretos (blacks). Surprisingly, cafuzo, one of the most common
classifications in other types of sources, such as baptismal records, was not recur-
rent (Figure 1).

The contrast between mameluco and mulato reveals the transformations of
Maranhão’s slavery. The data suggest the progressive abandonment of the

“judged them captives because they were daughters of the black Brígida, and Brígida was the
daughter of the black Clara, who looked like a cafuza.” APEM, 01, f. 85v–86. Another similar decision
was Feliciano, in 1760: APEM, 01, f. 90v–91v. Even before the abolition law of 1755, blacks were
beyond the scope of the Board of Missions. The case against António Serrão, in 1743, was beyond
the jurisdiction since those slaves were “blacks from Mina.” APEM, 01, f. 8.

82 The 1755 law indicated the court of appeal. Other cases presented the same strategy. This legal
strategy likely explains why the case file is stored in the Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino. The case
files were supposed to be sent for the Overseas Secretary’s perusal.

83 ANTT, Mesa Consciência e Ordens, Secretaria da Mesa e Comum das Ordens, 225, f. 278.
84 257 manumission letters between two notary offices. Both Cartas de Liberdade and Escrituras de

Alforria.
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classification mameluco after the 1750s, even if I include one manumission let-
ter that specifically labeled the slave as “from the heathen of the land” (do gen-
tio da terra), a classification used for Indigenous Americans. From the master’s
point of view, it makes sense that the term mameluco would virtually disap-
pear after 1755 because the term was associated with Indigenous ancestry.
Although the term mulato appears in the 1740s and 1750s, its prominence in
the following decades suggests two conclusions. First, the constant influx of
African slaves galvanized the growth of a mixed population of African descent.
Second, notaries and masters were intentionally classifying enslaved people as
mixed-race or of African descent.

Beyond the quantification of socio-racial classifications, manumission let-
ters suggest the formation of vernacular notarial formulas emphasizing a
black maternal genealogy for enslaved people. Consider the example of the
mulato João de Deus. On April 14, 1777, the notary Carlos Câmara went to
Teodosia Tereza Jesus’s house in the Larga Street to record João’s manumission.
The two-page deed confirmed that Teodosia Jesus had received the deposit of
130$000 réis in exchange for granting João’s freedom. Câmara wrote—reminis-
cent of Captain Araújo’s defense and his witnesses—that Teodosia Jesus had
João de Deus “in rightful title of slavery a mulato legitimate slave because he
was the son of another slave named Florência, a black woman, and Florência
was the daughter of another black woman legitimately enslaved called Tereza.”85

These vernacular notarial formulas appear in records from the 1760s and
1770s and disappear in the 1780s. It was the moment after the publication of
the 1755 abolition law and when several Indigenous workers were renegotiat-
ing the terms of their servitude, proving that the abolition of Indigenous
enslavement did not weaken slavery as an institution.

Figure 1. Socio-racial classification of manumitted slaves in São Luís, 1740s–80s.

85 CTS, Livro Notas 10, f. 101v–102.
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Conclusion

Imperial reforms around the mid-eighteenth century transformed Maranhão’s
socioeconomic structure. The rise of a plantation economy, the thousands of
enslaved Africans disembarking, and the new imperial policies toward
Indigenous subjects impacted the lives of ordinary people in São Luís. Yet,
these new forces did not remove Indigenous workers from the city, farms,
and ranches. They offered new challenges and opportunities for the strategic
use of the índio category.

The presence of Indigenous workers in the city and around it destabilized
the colonial order. Their existence puzzled imperial surveyors. “It is difficult
to accurately separate the three mentioned classes of people [White, Black,
and Mulato],” wrote one of them in 1799, “without a rigorous investigation.
There are mulatos almost white; mamelucos that descend from white and
índios; cafuzos of mulato and preto; and mestiços of preto and índio; they easily
pass into the nearest class. The wandering índios, those living outside the
villages, were counted in the mulato class in their Parishes.”86 The stories
narrated in this article demonstrate that Indigenous workers were not as
amorphous as the surveyors depicted them.

Histories of Indigenous enslavement described the process of captive com-
modification and the progressive transformation of Indigenous Americans into
a servile population within colonial settlements. Because Indigenous enslave-
ment was legally unstable, slaveholders concealed their workers’ Indigeneity
to transform them into slaves.87 The stories told here show the incompleteness
of this narrative. Indigenous workers were resilient members of São Luís’s com-
munity where they worked, socialized, formed friendship and romantic bonds,
and attended the church. They restructured their lives and became índios
within the colonial world.

For those Indigenous workers, many former slaves, representing themselves
as índios involved mainly being reputed to be such. Three aspects comprised
the índio reputation: genealogy, appearance, and labor. Over generations, the
community formed knowledge about one person’s lineage. A phenotypical
assessment was as important as one’s ancestors. Indigenous workers fought
for their recognition as mobile wage laborers who had the right to serve
whomever paid them better.

These transformations coincided with the growth of the transatlantic slave
trade. The possibility of mass abolition and disruption of the order haunted
slaveholders and colonial officials. During this period, vernacular practices—
including notarial formulas—stressed the maternal black origins of the
enslaved population. Vernacular practices hardened the racial lines of slavery,
showed the limits of the strategic use of the índio, and preserved the reproduc-
tion of slavery, the bedrock of the Portuguese empire.

86 AHU, CU, Avulsos, MA, Cx. 104, Doc. 8313.
87 Muriel Nazzari, “Transition toward Slavery: Changing Legal Practice Regarding Indians in

Seventeenth-Century São Paulo,” The Americas 49 (1992): 131–55.
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